
7 Factors To Think About When Deciding On
360-Degree Feedback Instruments
When you think about 360-Degree feedback instruments, who were the people
that started it? Will they ever be mirrorer?

Once you’ve sent out your 360 degree surveys, collected all the responses and
analyzed the data, you should get a clear indication of what people think of an
employee. This is a great start, but you then need to present this information to
your employee. Sometimes this is a great time, employees are well liked in their
team and everyone sings their praise. The move from development to pay
assessment in 360 degree systems may motivate some people to try to "game the
system" to their favor by providing invalid responses. A response is invalid when the
person makes a rating that tends to the scale extremesat the top or at the
bottomalthough the probability that any single person is uniformly outstanding or
terrible is nearly zero. The respondents in a 360 degree project are often arranged
into groups depending on the relationship they have with the appraisee; for
example senior, peer, junior, client. This gives the appraisee an all round (hence
360 degree) view of his /her performance. It works particularly well in flexible
organisations where the appraisee may be part of several teams or work
autonomously and the line manager may not have full visibility of the contribution
he / she makes. Organization and administration of 360-degree feedback may take
quite a lot of time and effort on the part of review organizers, even if they use
special software. We recommend that you first conduct a review of a small group of
people by using a special third-party service or a universal solution like Google
Forms to determine how easy and convenient it will be to scale such a solution to a
large group If an individual doesn’t select a wide range of raters, the results will
likely be skewed. For example, if you only choose raters who view you positively,
then you may miss out on the opportunity to get high-quality, constructive
feedback. 360 degree feedbackis a tool that should be used to assess an
individual’s competencies, strengths and weaknesses. It is performed with other
stakeholders in the business supplying feedback confidentially using web tools to fill
out surveys and questionnaires. Businesses can use this data to help provide
structured analysis and development plans over a period of time. It helps leadership
and promote an open business culture.

In a 360 degree feedbacksession, any coping strategies will be well rehearsed for
these individuals and may well show up quite dramatically via torrents of tears or a



passive aggressive projection on to the coach, so take good care not to trample into
this territory without full permission and confidence. To usefully and carefully coach
this aspect can be life-changing if you get it right but can be damaging otherwise.
Do not stop the process of learning right after a 360 performance review. Set your
managers up for success by teaching them how to do a proper follow-up after the
review. Giving employees valuable and useful feedback is critical to keeping them
motivated. Unlike your typical annual or semi-annual reviews that rely solely on an
employee’s manager or supervisor, 360-degree reviews help people develop
business and interpersonal skills. If 360 degree feedbackparticipant is upset, the
first step is getting clear what the upset is really about, getting as specific as
possible. “Exactly what about this data do you not like?” It may be one reviewer
specifically, one particular behavioural rating, it may be one comment or it may
indeed be the whole lot. Supporting the big vision encompassing 360 feedback
software will lead to untold career development initiatives.

Generating Explanatory Hypotheses
Any effective 360 degree program must be ready to deal honestly, professionally,
and sometimes subtly with participant reactions to this incredibly potent feedback.
Many professionals, military officers, CPAs, scientists, professors, pilots, lawyers,
and doctors, among othershave used a process that appears similar to 360 degree
feedbackto make judgments regarding disciplinary and discharge actions. These
peer review systems are well established, but the method and circumstances of use
are substantially different from 360 degree feedback. For a long time, the use of the
360-degree method in performance evaluation has been criticized by many experts,
however, the percentage of companies that apply 360-degree feedback to
assessment is growing every year. The key goal worth aiming for is to structure and
support sufficiently that everyone gets to a position where they are able to take full
responsibility for their data and their impact at work. And for them to be OK with
having this responsibility (for past and future). A goal to empower your participants
through the process works. Having people be “OK” is critical for development and
learning that makes any real difference. In an organisational setting 360 degree
feedbackprovides an opportunity that is quite unique. If you are asked to give
feedback for a manager, it means they want to know your view, it can imply respect
and interest, and indicate that they care about you and your opinions. When you
give your ratings and your open feedback you are expressing yourself, probably a
step (or even two!) beyond the level you have ever gone before. Researching 360
appraisal is known to the best first step in determining your requirements and
brushing up on your understanding in this area.

The 360 degree feedbackprocess threatens to eliminate cronyism, thus putting
cronies in grave danger. No longer can managers arbitrarily reward political
favorites and mediocre performers. Truly high-performing employees are likely to
be accurately identified as the high contributors as a result of 360 degree feedback.
Managers then will have to distribute rewards according to performance rather than
politics. Competencies are underlying characteristics that identify high and low
performers and are relevant to both the organization and its employees.
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Organization competencies, sometimes called core competencies, are those
qualities that distinguish an organization from its competitors and establish value in
the minds of its customers. These competencies relate to the firm's products or
services and are also the bundle of knowledge, skills, and abilities employees bring
to their work. The difference between a fixed and a growth mindset is that people
with a fixed mindset see their abilities as static so feedback can often be seen as a
personal attack. Framing your feedback in a way that focuses on behavior, rather
than traits, emphasizes that you are drawing their attention to certain areas
because you believe it will help them improve their performance. The 360-degree
feedback process should include setting goals, creating development experiences,
improving performance, and enhancing organizational development. And people
must have a clear sense of how the process can affect, for good or ill, the creation
of continuous learning cultures. In the following pages we aim to give you this
understanding. The time commitment for a 360-degree assessment varies based on
the number of people being assessed. If you’re doing only one or a few leaders, the
whole process could be wrapped up in a month or so. Of course, if you’re rolling out
the survey across a broader group, it may take about two or three months,
depending on how much work you need to do up front to identify your
competencies. People need to feel in control of their destiny - that is why a clear
understanding of what is 360 degree feedback is important to any forward thinking
organisation.

Successful Communication Of Key Skill Sets
The trend in 360 degree feedbacksystems of collecting the information
electronically reduces administrative overhead, improves respondent confidence in
anonymity, and is perceived by respondents as faster. In tests where people have
responded on paper and electronically, nineteen out of twenty preferred electronic
input. Another important aspect of 360 degree safety is the confidentiality of the
participant's data. The program, and the feedback that comes with it, is not about
job assessment or salary considerations. It is about the development of the
individual as a manager and as a person. The information shared during the week of
a program is not, in any way, shape, or form, to be shared with the organization
except by that individual, if he or she chooses to do so. This sharing of information
by the manager, however, should be encouraged. It is a way for them to begin
receiving new feedback in their workplace. Giving and receiving feedback seem to
be commodities hard to come by, both from the individual and the organizational
perspective. And judging by the reactions of those who give and receive it, dealing
with feedback constructively is not necessarily a talent we're born with. Rather, we
need to learn and practice it. Prevailing thought says that 360-degree feedback and
performance appraisals should not be linked. If it is linked to compensation
decisions, it may lose its power as a tool for development. The thinking is that when
compensation is the outcome, individuals will quickly learn how to play the game of
"I'll scratch your back, if you scratch mine." Customer involvement in 360 degree
feedbackrequires investment. At a minimum, involving customers in a 360-degree
feedback process will always require the extra effort of bringing them into a more
intimate relationship with the organization. However, this investment in boundary
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spanning has the potential of enhancing both organizational and individual learning
and effectiveness. Looking into 360 degree feedback can be a time consuming
process.

360 degree feedbackor multi-rater feedback facilitates anonymous input from
various sources related to an employee. It usually involves eight to 10 people, all
chosen because they work closely with a given employee. Employees working on
remote teams may feel isolated because there is a lack of continuous feedback
from managers. A 360 degree performance review allows employees to feel like a
part of a company even when they can't be physically present for daily interactions.
The 360 performance appraisal process also increases the sense that there is a
shared purpose between all members of a team, which can improve productivity
and morale for employees who aren't in the same location. Organizations vary in
the extent to which 360 degree feedbackrecipients are offered support to help them
interpret and apply the results. Training programs and opportunities for
developmental job assignments may be available, supported by supervisors who
are trained and expected to work with their subordinates to establish development
goals and coach them as they progress. You should also use your existing feedback
and communications mechanisms to offer any support to 360 degree participants as
and when it is needed. This can help identify any misunderstandings about the
process, verify the overall purpose and clarify how the results will be communicated
to other employees. More commonly, 360 feedback is considered a development
tool and the vast majority of organisations still use it as such. However, it can be
useful as part of a performance review too, but it is crucial that the feedback culture
is mature enough for this. Evaluating 360 degree feedback system can uncover
issues that may be affecting employee performance.

Privacy Is Key
Before an organization begins to implement a 360 degree feedbackprocess, its
leaders or key change agents need to commit to the process, select a design team,
and create a communication plan to inform employees about the new process.
Among the most critical issues is attaining leadership support. When organizations
resolve the concerns and adopt 360 degree feedback, the appraisal system
becomes more accurate and trustworthy. Effective processes require respondent
anonymity, ratee confidentiality, modest administrative overhead, internal
commitment, and top management support. In order to achieve the goal of fairness
and accuracy in performance measurement procedures, these commitments are
critically important. Managers and employees can then enjoy substantial benefits,
including the knowledge that the most deserving performers will be identified
accurately and rewarded appropriately. Developmental-only feedback helps
employees avoid career derailment, which can occur when an employee's behaviors
and work actions interfere with his or her career opportunities or promotions or may
even lead to termination. Derailment may occur due to missteps in style,
knowledge, skills, or abilities. For example, a supervisor who micromanages may
find that less supervision of details creates more effective performance. An
employee may be blind to or elect to ignore factors that may interfere with his or
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career success; work associates are typically quite willing to provide the needed
insight. Stumble upon more intel relating to 360-Degree feedback instruments at
this Wikipedia web page.
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